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Abstract: High-quality ionization injection methods for wakefield acceleration driven by lasers or
charged beams (LWFA/PWFA) can be optimized so as to generate high-brightness electron beams
with tuneable duration in the attosecond range. We present a model of the minimum bunch duration
obtainable with low-emittance ionization injection schemes by spotting the roles of the ionization
pulse duration, of the wakefield longitudinal shape and of the delay of the ionization pulse position
with respect to the node of the accelerating field. The model is tested for the resonant multi-pulse
ionization injection (ReMPI) scheme, showing that bunches having a length of about 300 as can be
obtained with an ionization pulse having a duration of 30 fs FWHM.

Keywords: attosecond electron bunches; ionization injection; two-color ionization injection; resonant
multi-pulse ionization injection; trojan horse

1. Introduction

The generation of relativistic electron bunches with durations in the attosecond range
can lead to pump/probe beams, which can be fruitfully employed to unveil ultrafast dy-
namics [1]. In the context of plasma wakefield acceleration either driven by laser pulses
(LWFA) [2] or particle beams (PWFA) [3], several methods have been proposed to specif-
ically generate electron beams with a duration below the femtosecond scale, from the
pioneering work about beam compression of beams externally injected ahead of the driver
laser pulse [4–6], dense attosecond beams with up-ramp density transitions [7], attosecond
beams via density modulations [8], attosecond trains obtained by betatron quivering mod-
ulations [9,10], few-cycle TW pulses-driven electron beams [11,12], attosecond trains via
ionization injection [13] and high-brightness electron beams through ionization injection
in hybrid LWFA/PWFA schemes [14,15]. As the disentanglement of the electron beam
parameters including length, charge, average energy, energy spread and emittance are of
paramount importance for the feasibility of the pump/probe attosecond source, thus a
flexible injection/acceleration scheme should be preferred. The two-color ionization injec-
tion [16] and the resonant multi-pulse ionization injection (ReMPI) for LWFA [17], or their
equivalent form for the PWFA, a.k.a. the trojan-horse scheme, result in being extremely flex-
ible yet capable of generating high-brightness electron beams [15]. All these schemes use a
driver to excite a large-amplitude plasma wave and a short-wavelength ionization pulse to
extract electrons from a dopant. The driver can be a single long-wavelength laser pulse
(two-color), a train of resonantly delayed pulses (ReMPI) or a charged beam (trojan horse).
In any of these schemes, the electrons extracted by the low normalized amplitude ionization

pulse (a0,i = eA0,i/mec2 ' 8.5× 10−10
√

Iλ2
i � 1, where I and λi are the ionization pulse

peak intensity and wavelength in W/cm2 and µm, respectively) do quiver in the laser
field until they slip back out with a residual transverse momentum, which will constitute
the major contribution for the final beam emittance. As the electrons are accelerated and
focused by the wakefield, they are eventually trapped in the bucket and further accelerated.
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During the slippage in the back of the bucket, the electron beam is compressed in both
the longitudinal and radial directions and can reach longitudinal sizes of tens of nm, thus
generating electron bunches that can reach attosecond-scale duration. As the wakefield
driver should not ionize the dopant, its maximum electric field should be well below the
threshold for tunnel ionization [18] of the selected ionization process (usually He1+→2+ ,
Kr8+→9+ , Ar8+→9+ ) but its wakefield driving strength (which depends on the driver laser
irradiance Idλ2

d for LWFA schemes or on the driver beam electric field for PWFA) should be
large enough to be able to excite wakefields with amplitudes above the trapping threshold
for the extracted electron beam [19]. These contradictory requests have been solved in
the two-color [16] scheme by employing a single driver pulse having a long wavelength
(so as to increase the irradiance while keeping the pulse electric field below the dopant
ionization threshold), thus raising the request for using two-laser systems. The ReMPI
scheme [17] can also use a single-laser system (e.g., a Ti:Sa one), and it employs a train of
resonantly delayed pulses, each one having an electric field below the ionization threshold.
The particle-driven-based ionization injection scheme [15] is in a particularly favorable
position here, as in both the laser and particle driven cases, the wakefield amplitude should
exceed the trapping threshold, but the electric field associated with the particle driver
is much lower than that related to the laser-driven option. This opens the possibility of
employing ionization processes with low ionization thresholds as He1+→2+ , thus paving
the road for ultralow-emittance electron beams.

2. Materials and Methods

In the following, we will consider the dynamics of electrons extracted by a field
(tunnel) ionization and immersed into a plasma wakefield driven by ultrarelativistic laser
pulses or dense charged beams. The timescale Tevol of the driver evolution and of the
background (eventual) plasma longitudinal variation will be much longer than the time
Tcharging needed by the electron beam to be extracted and trapped by the wakefield, thus
enabling us to employ the quasi-static approximation (QSA) [20]. When the particle
dynamics are described in a moving window with the same speed vd of the driver (say,
along the z direction), the constant of motion [5]

γ(t)− βduz − φ(ξ(t), kp~x⊥(t)) ≡ h0 = constant (1)

unveils the longitudinal electron dynamics. In Equation (1), γ is the particle Lorentz factor,
βd = vd/c, ~u = ~p/mec and φ ≡ eΦ/mec2 is the normalized scalar potential, kp = 2π/λp
is the plasma wave wavevector and ξ = kp(z− vdt) is the longitudinal coordinate inside
the window. As any particle extracted by field ionization with very low pulse amplitude is
ejected from the parent ion with a negligible momentum (it will obtain quivering and drift
momentum in the laser field right after the ejection), we can easily evaluate the h0 constant
from Equation (1) as h0 = 1− 0− φe, where φ(ξ(t = te), kp~x⊥(t = te)) is the normalized
potential in the particles’ position at the extraction time te. Right after the ejection from
the ion, the electron quivers in the laser field, experiencing longitudinal and transverse
ponderomotive forces as well as the longitudinal and transverse forces from the wakefield.
In the window co-moving with the wakefield driver, the electron is seen slipping back
towards the rear of the bucket and eventually being trapped by the wakefield. During the
slippage, the electron beam is constituted by electrons extracted in different longitudinal
positions in the co-moving window. As the Lorentz factor of the electrons increases during
their slippage in the back of the bucket, the velocities of the particles approach the speed
of light, and therefore the electron bunch becomes stiff along the longitudinal direction.
The beam compression therefore occurs during the early stages of the beam acceleration
and reaches its stable point around the turning point of the longitudinal trajectory in the
co-moving window [5], i.e., at the particle trapping point, where the longitudinal speed
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of the particles is the same as the wakefield, i.e., that of the driver. After straightforward
manipulations of Equation (1) at the trapping point occurring at tt, we obtain

γ⊥,t

γd
− φt = 1− φe , (2)

where φt = φ(ξ(t = tt), kp~x⊥(t = tt)) is the normalized potential at the trapping point and

γ⊥,t =
√

1 + u2
⊥(t = tt) is the transverse Lorentz factor at the trapping time. Equation (2)

states that at the trapping point, the normalized potential where the particle is placed
(φt) depends only on the potential where the particle was born (φe) and on the transverse
momentum of the particle (through γ⊥,t) at the trapping time. This link constitutes the basis
for the evaluation of the beam length, which will depend on wakefield parameters and on
the spread of the longitudinal and transverse position of the particles at their extraction time.
We can accurately estimate this spread, as well as the rms residual transverse momentum,
by using the theory in [21]. Here, we limit ourselves to the unsaturated ionization regime in

the tunnel regime and to leading order in the parameter [22] ∆ =
(

3E0
2Ea

)1/2(UH
UI

)1/2
≈ 0.2,

where E0 is the ionization pulse peak electric field, Ea ' 0.51 TV/m is the atomic field, UI
is the ionization energy of the ionization process and UH = 13.6 eV is the ionization energy
of the hydrogen atom. Theory in [21,22] shows that for a laser pulse of minimum waist w0,i,
normalized amplitude a0,i and FWHM duration Ti, the rms residual transverse momentum
(u⊥,e), radius (re) and length (δze) of the beam can be evaluated as

σ(u⊥,e) ' ∆a0,i, σ(re) ' ∆w0,i, σ(δze) '
1√
2

∆L0,i, (3)

where L0,i = cTi/
√

2 log 2. Details of electrons extraction and rms residual transverse
momentum for the ReMPI simulations reported here can be found in Figure 1.

In what follows, we will also neglect the slippage of the ionization pulse in the
wakefield structure. The distance of the ionization pulse from the wakefield driver can
either increase or decrease, depending upon the employed scheme, but its variation is
usually negligible, as the ionization pulse is tightly focused. The particle extraction process
lasts for a time Tcharging ≈ Zr/c = πw2

0,i/λic, and in this time interval, the change in
longitudinal position of the pulse envelope with respect to the wakefield is δzenvelope '
Tcharging(vi − vd), where vi ' c[1 − ne/2nc(λi)] is the ionization pulse speed, ne is the
plasma density and nc(λi) = 1.1× 1021/λ2

i is the critical density for the ionization pulse.
For two-color and ReMPI schemes, the driver is a laser pulse with wavelength λd longer
than that of the ionization pulse. For those schemes, the ionization pulse moves towards
the driver a distance of δzenvelope ' Zrne[(λd/λi)

2 − 1]/2nc(λi), while for a particle-driven
wakefield, the pulse moves back a distance of δzenvelope ' 1

2 Zr[ne/nc(λi)− 1/γ2
d]. The final

effect of pulse slippage will be negligible provided that Li � Zr/c|(vi − vd)|. For the case
of an ReMPI scheme driven by a Ti:Sa pulse with plasma density of ne = 1018 cm−3 and
ionization pulse with w0,i = 4.5 µm, Li = 10 µm, λi = λd/3, we obtain δzenvelope ' 0.06 µm.
With a two-color setup in a plasma driven by a λd = 5 µm pulse propagating into a
plasma having density ne = 1017 cm−3 and with an ionization pulse having w0,i = 4.5 µm,
Li = 10 µm, λi = 0.4 µm, we obtain δzenvelope ' 0.3 µm. In both the ReMPI and two-
color cases, the ionization pulse slippage is much smaller than Li. Due to the very large
Lorentz factor of the driver beam for the PWFA case, the ionization pulse slippage for the
trojan-horse injector is even smaller than that for the laser-driven schemes.
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Figure 1. Extraction of the electrons by the tunnel ionization process in the ionization pulse field.
(a) Scan of the residual transverse momentum in the laser polarization axis versus the ionization pulse
peak amplitude a0,i. Results from simulations (red dots) are in full agreement with the theory in [21]
for the Ar9+→10+ process, as the available Ar8+ electrons were already extracted by the driving train.
(b) Ionization pulse field envelope and extracted electrons’ positions. The resulting longitudinal and
transverse extension of the extracted bunch σ(δze = ze − cte) ' 1.33 µm and σ(xe) ' 1.11 µm are in
agreement with predictions in [21,22].

The wakefield structure can be obtained from analytical results in the blowout regime [23]
and by PIC (or fluid simulation if no wave breaking occurs). We performed quasi-3D
simulations for the ReMPI scheme in the quasi-linear regime by means of the FB-PIC
code [24]. There, a 4.5 J Ti:Sa pulse is split into two sub-pulses after a pick-up of a 100’s mJ
small-size beam for the frequency tripled ionization injection. The driving train of two
resonantly delayed and circularly polarized pulses had a duration of 23 fs, waist of 30 µm
and normalized amplitude of a0,d = 0.9, while the linearly polarized ionizing pulse had
a FWHM duration of Ti = 30 fs, waist of w0,i = 4.2 µm and amplitude of a0,i = 0.4. The
ionization pulse phase position in the bucket was varied in the interval −0.7 ≤ ξ̄e ≤ 0.7. A
plasma target composed by argon (pre-ionized up to the 8th level) with an electron density
of ne = 7.5× 1017 cm−3, corresponding to a plasma wave vector of kp = 0.164 µm−1, is
considered. The driver Lorentz factor was γd =

√
nc/ne ' 48, where nc = 1.1× 1021/

λ2
d = 1.7× 1021 cm−3 is the critical density for the driver with wavelength λd = 0.81 µm.

The beam extraction process lasted for a time Tcharging ≈ 900 fs, corresponding to an
ionization pulse propagation of about one Rayleigh length. The electron beams, having a
charge of Q = 5.2 pC and normalized emittance of about 80 nm rad in the ionization pulse
polarization axis, were analyzed in a simulation time at which the trapping was completed.
The fields in the simulated cylindrical region were sampled with Nm = 3 rotational modes,
and 2× 2× 12 = 48 particles per cell were deposited in the r, z, θ directions of the cell. The
spatio-temporal resolution was dz = λi/24 and dr = λi/8 in the longitudinal and radial
directions, with λi = λd/3 ' 270 nm being the ionization pulse wavelength. A snapshot of
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the fields for the case Ti = 30 fs is shown in Figure 2. Those simulations (see Figure 2) show
that the longitudinal field on the axis exhibits a linear shape within the whole ionization
pulse, with slope ∂ξ Êe

z = 0.38. For the simulation shown there, the average field at the
extraction is Êe

z = −0.3 and the resulting average electric field at trapping is Êe
z = −0.72,

which agrees with the one inferred by asking if the particles are trapped close to the peak of
the accelerating gradient [17]. We stress here that the slight positive or negative delay of the
ionization pulse with respect to the field node resulting in |ξ̄e| . 1 will barely change the
electric field at trapping. The radial structure of the electric field also exhibits, as expected,
a linear shape close to the axis with gradient ∂kpre Êe

r = 0.04, which is much smaller than
that obtainable in the blowout regime (1/4 [23]).

Figure 2. Field structure for one of the ReMPI simulations in the quasi-linear regime and for a case
in which the ionization pulse is delayed from its optimal position in ξ = ξ̄e = 0. (a) Line-out on
the axis: the accelerating field (orange) is in units of E0, the laser pulses transverse field (blue) is in
arbitrary units. The ionization pulse is placed in the phase ξ̄e = −0.7, with an average longitudinal
field at extraction Êe

z = −0.3. The longitudinal field at trapping (ξ̄t = −2.3) is Êe
z = −0.72. The

dashed (green) line shows a linear fit of the accelerating gradient at ξ = 0. (b) Transverse line-out of
the transverse field normalized to E0 in the node of the longitudinal field (blue) and on the trapping
point (orange). The dashed (green) line shows a linear fit of the transverse gradient at ξ = 0. (c) 2D
map of n(ξ, kpr)/ne − 1 showing that a quasi-linear regime is obtained. The dashed line represents
the accelerating gradient in arb. units.

3. Results

In the following, we will suppose the ionization pulse size is much smaller than that
of the wakefield, i.e., cTi � λp, and w0,i � R, where Ti and w0,i are the FWHM pulse
duration and minimum waist and R is the wakefield radius. These assumptions will assure
us that all the extracted electrons will lie in a similar potential at the extraction time. The
constraint w0,i � R, along with the constraint a0,i � 1, will also limit the extent of the
transverse dynamics of the extracted electrons, thus maintaining the normalized transverse
momentum in the non-relativistic range |~u⊥,t| � 1. Simulations with the ReMPI scheme
show that at the trapping point, the bunch transverse size is a fraction of a µm (and usually
smaller than the transverse size at the extraction time), while the transverse momentum is
close to the one right after the ionization pulse passage. We will also consider non-evolving
wakefields in the temporal window of the electrons extraction and trapping process, so
as to ensure that the potential function φ(ξ, kp~r) is a constant of time. This will limit the
amount of the charge for the trapped beam down to the pC level, as beam-loading effects
might change the wakefield around the trapped beam position.

For a wakefield with rotational symmetry, the second-order Taylor expansion of the
normalized potential close to the axis turns out to be

φ(ξ0 + δξ, kpr) ' φ(ξ0, 0)− Êz(ξ0, 0)δξ − 1
2

(
∂ξ Êz(ξ, 0)|ξ0 δξ2 + ∂kpr Êr(ξ0, kpr)|0(kpr)2

)
, (4)

where Êz,r = −∂ξ,kprφ = Ez,r/E0 are the longitudinal and radial electric field components
normalized to the Dawson field E0 = mc2kp/e.
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We can now consider a set of electrons emitted by field ionization at slightly different
longitudinal and transverse positions (ξe, kpre), which will result in the trapping point
being in the position (ξt, kprt). The center of mass (phase) position of the beam at the
extraction time is (ξ̄e, 0) (where ξ̄e ≡ 〈ξe〉), which lies in the potential φ̄e = φ(ξ̄e, 0). By
implicitly defining the reference position (ξ̄t, 0) of the beam at its trapping point through
the relation Equation (2)

γ̄⊥,t/γd − φ̄t = 1− φ̄e, (5)

where φ̄t = φ(ξ̄t, 0) and γ̄⊥,t = 〈γ⊥,t〉, we can access the information of the longitudinal
spread of the particle position by inverting the nonlinear equation

γ⊥,t

γd
− φ(ξ̄t + δξt, kprt) = 1− φ(ξ̄e + δξe, kpre) (6)

on the variable δξt. As we seek ultrashort pulses of length δzt ' σ(δξt)/kp � 1 (here
σ(x) is the rms value of the random variable x), at the trapping point, the longitudinal
gradient of the normalized potential should dominate over the radial one. As a result,
particles should be trapped where the accelerating gradient is as high as possible. This is
accomplished by setting the wakefield amplitude and the extraction position so that the
strong trapping condition is reached [17]. As the radial contribution of the normalized
potential φ spread at the trapping point is negligible over the longitudinal one, we can
express Equation (7) by using the expansion in Equations (2) and (4) to obtain

δγ⊥,t

γd
+ Êt

zδξt ' Êe
zδξe +

1
2

(
∂ξ Êe

zδξ2
e + ∂kpre Êe

r(kpre)
2
)

, (7)

where Êt
z = Êz(ξ̄t, 0), Êe

z = Êz(ξ̄e, 0), ∂ξ Êe
z = ∂ξ Êz(ξ, 0)|ξe , ∂kpre Êe

r = ∂kpre Êr(ξe, kpr)|0 and
δγ⊥,t = γ⊥,t − γ̄⊥,t ' 1

2 (u
2
⊥ − 〈u

2
⊥〉), which is valid for u2

⊥ � 1. The average longitudinal
field at extraction (Êe

z), trapping (Êt
z) and field slopes at extraction (∂ξ Êe

z, ∂kpre Êe
r) depend

on the phase of the ionization pulse within the bucket and on the wakefield’s regime.
They can be analytically inferred in the blowout regime [23] or obtained by simulations.
Typical values of ∂ξ Êe

z and ∂kpre Êe
r for the quasi-linear regime at the threshold for the strong

trapping or the blowout regimes can be found in Table 1 (see also Figure 2). We refer there
to quasi-3D simulations we performed for an ReMPI setup in the quasi-linear regime (at
least during the beam charging/trapping time). Those simulations will be discussed in
detail below.

Table 1. Longitudinal and radial gradients of the electric field at the node of the longitudinal electric
field (see Figure 2).

Parameter Quasi-Linear Spherical Bubble (Theory)

∂ξ Êe
z 0.38 0.50

∂kpre Êe
r 0.04 0.25

To simplify Equation (7), we employ the linearity of the longitudinal field in the
vicinity of the node (where the ionization pulse is placed), thus substituting the average
field Êe

z at the extraction with Êe
z ' ∂ξ Êe

z · ξ̄e for |ξ̄e| . 1:

Êt
zδξt ' ∂ξ Êe

z

(
ξ̄eδξe +

1
2

δξ2
e

)
+

1
2

∂kpre Êe
r(kpre)

2 −
δγ⊥,t

γd
. (8)

Let us first evaluate the average of the phase positions spread at trapping ξ̄t = 〈ξt〉 by
averaging Equation (8) on the random variables δξe and rr, which are independently distributed

Êt
z〈δξt〉 '

1
2

(
∂ξ Êe

zσ2(ξe) + ∂kpre Êe
rk2

pσ2(re)
)

. (9)
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We aim at evaluating the variance of δξt, so we need to average the square of the right-
hand side of Equation (8). This involves terms a 〈δγ2

⊥,t〉/γ2
d ≈

1
4 σ2(u⊥)/γ2

d ≈
3
4 ∆2a2

0,i/γ2
d,

which can be neglected, as γd � 1, a2
0,i � 1 and ∆2 = O(10−3). In the following, we

will assume γd to be sufficiently large to neglect all the terms containing δγ2
⊥/γ2

d. The
evaluation of the δξt variance σ2(δξ2

t ) = 〈δξ2
t 〉 − 〈δξr〉2 finally leads to:

2(Êt
z)

2σ2(δξt) ' (∂ξ Êe
z)

2
[
2ξ̄2

e σ2(δξe) + σ4(δξe)
]
+ (∂kpre Êe

r)
2k4

pσ4(re) . (10)

We can immediately see from Equation (10) that if all the wakefield parameters and
all the ionization pulse parameters (but the ionization pulse phase ξ̄e) are fixed, the rms
value of the longitudinal positions at trapping σ(zt) obtains its minimum value when the
ionization pulse is placed in the vicinity of the node (where ξ̄e = kp z̄e ≈ 0). This was
expected, as in the neighbors of the node of the longitudinal gradient, the scalar potential
is symmetric, which leads to similar trapping positions for particles extracted at phases ξe
and −ξe, provided that |ξe| � 1.

We evaluate the terms of Equation (10) for the reference case given by the ReMPI
simulations we run and for the case of the fully evacuated bubble. For the blowout case, we
will use the analytical results from [23] and we will assume that both a background plasma
and an ionization pulse with the same parameters as the ReMPI PIC simulations will be
employed. We also evaluate the neglected term related to δγt

⊥/γd to check the accuracy of
the approximation we made.

Results are shown in Table 2, where it is apparent that the transverse contributions are
much smaller than the longitudinal ones in the case of tightly focused ionization pulses
(cTi � w0,i). In addition, the terms related to the transverse momentum spread at the
trapping point are negligible for the cases considered above. The rms longitudinal beam
size at trapping can be directly expressed in terms of physical quantities as

σ(δz f ) ' kp∆2

√√√√ 1
2Et

z

{
(∂ξ Êe

z)
2

[
1
4
+

(
z̄e

∆Li

)2
]

L4
i + (∂kpre Êe

r)
2w4

0,i

}
, (11)

where z̄e is the position of the ionization pulse with respect to the node of the electric field
(where we set ξ = 0 in Figure 2). Equation (11) gives us the route to obtain ultrashort
electron beams. Firstly, as stated above, the electric field at the trapping point should be as
large as possible. If a quasi-linear regime is employed, the strong trapping condition [17]
assures that the electron beam is trapped at the peak of the electric field. Secondly, as the
beam length scales as kp ∝ n−1/2

e , tenuous plasmas might be preferred also because they
led to higher values for γd in the case of a laser driver. Finally, as the term z̄e/(∆Li) in
Equation (11) refers to the ratio between the distance of the ionization pulse to the node (z̄e)
and the longitudinal extension of the beam at the extraction time (∆Li/

√
2), we can obtain

the shortest electron beams by placing the ionization pulse on the node of the accelerating
gradient, with an acceptable jitter of the scale of a fraction of the ionization pulse length,
i.e., |z̄e| � (∆Li). Results for dependence of the rms beam duration σ(δte) = σ(δze)/c on
the delay of the ionization pulse from the accelerating gradient node z̄e/c are shown for the
case of the ReMPI setup with a 200 TW Ti:Sa laser system selected here and with T = 30 fs
long ionization pulse in third harmonics. Predictions from the model (Equation (11)) do
overlap with the observed beam duration, which shows that electron beams with duration
as short as 300 as can be generated in this way (see Figure 3). As both the ionization pulse
and the driver train are generated by the same amplified pulse, the relative time jitter
between them is only due to mechanical vibration of the optical elements after the pick-up,
and it can therefore be limited down to a few femtoseconds scale.
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Table 2. Estimation of the terms in Equation (10).

Parameter Quasi-Linear Spherical Bubble (Theory)

[∂ξ Êe
zσ(δξe)2]2 3× 10−4 4× 10−4

[∂kpre Êe
rk2

pσ(re)2]2 1× 10−6 5× 10−5

[σ(δγt
⊥)/γd]

2 4× 10−8 4× 10−8

Figure 3. Beam duration rms at the trapping point for the set of ReMPI simulations with ionization
pulse duration of 30 fs FWHM vs. the delay z̄e/c of the ionization pulse with respect to the node
of the electric field. The error bars were estimated by considering the discrepancy between the rms
values obtained with three distinct methods, i.e., direct evaluation of the variance from the particles
positions, Gaussian fit and equivalent rms from median absolute deviation robust analysis. The
central point was obtained by averaging the three outcomes, and the error bars are the dispersion
values. The orange line refers to the prediction by Equation (11) for the ReMPI simulation reported in
Section 2 and with the wakefield parameters in Table 1.

4. Discussion

We discussed here a simple model to infer the beam duration of electron beams ob-
tained by high-quality ionization injection schemes (e.g., two-color, ReMPI or trojan horse)
with an ultrarelativistic wakefield driver (γd � 1), low amplitude (a0,i � 1) and tightly fo-
cused (w0,i � R) and short (kpcT � 1/∆) ionization pulses. Those conditions are naturally
satisfied with the trojan-horse scheme, which employs electron beams with 〈γ〉 = γd � 1
as drivers. As the ReMPI scheme can work with Ti:Sa pulses, at plasma densities in the
range of (1× 1017 − 1× 1018) cm−3, the driver relativistic factor γd =

√
nc/ne is in the

range 40–130. The two-color scheme needs a long-wavelength driver (λd = 5 µm in [16]),
so the achievement of the condition γd � 1 requires much lower plasma densities (a factor
of five less to obtain the same γd with a Ti:Sa pulse). The model was tested against a set
of ReMPI simulations in the quasi-linear regime, with γd ' 50. Both the minimum value
of the beam duration (about 300 as rms) and the dependence of duration on the delay of
the ionization pulse from the accelerating gradient node agree with a percent error. The
model does not take into account beam loading effects, curvature effects of the ξ − uz
trajectories at the inversion point (which decrease by employing high values of γd) and
the eventual evolution of the wakefield during the beam charging, which can be caused
by driver evolution or non-flat longitudinal background plasma profiles. The first effect
can be mitigated by reducing the amount of the extracted charge, the second is virtually
negligible in beam-driven schemes and it can be mitigated in laser-driven schemes by
reducing the plasma density. The third one is negligible in trojan-horse-like schemes with
flat plasma profiles, while it can be reduced in LWFA by choosing very small waist sizes
for the ionization injection pulse and/or driver pulses close to their foci. The effect of the
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ionization pulse-to-driver temporal jitter was also discussed. For an ReMPI scheme driven
by a single Ti:Sa pulse, the time jitter of the ionization pulse to the node of the accelerating
gradient can be limited down to a few femtoseconds, resulting in a slight increase in the
trapped beam length for the case of ionization pulses of duration T = 30 fs FWHM. A
similar scenario can be envisaged in trojan-horse schemes for which the photocathode laser
pulse and the ionization pulse can be obtained from the same laser system.
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